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If you are ready for a career change, check out medical assistant schools in Miami. Jobs in the
health care industry continue to grow at a rapid rate. The United States Department of Labor
predicts medical assistant jobs will grow at the rate of 35% over the next decade. If you dreamed of
being a nurse of a doctor when you grew up, becoming a medical assistant gives you a unique
perspective into those jobs. It also gives you valuable experience if you decide to upgrade your
career and return to school.

Before you sign on the dotted line, access your strengths regarding a career in the medical
profession. Medical assistant schools in Miami can provide excellent training, but you need to
furnish the inspiration. According to professionals in the field, a medical assistant should display
certain personal traits. If you do not possess most of the following traits, it might not be the best job
for you:

Respectful. Medical assistants work with a diverse population of patients, co-workers and
supervisors. There is no room for personal judgment or your opinion. Each person needs to be
treated with respect.

Team player. You need to work well with others without expecting special treatment for hard work.
Medical assistants work closely with doctors and nurses and serve a crucial role in patient
observation.

Integrity. You will read confidential files and must follow all rules of privacy. You cannot gossip about
patient files or share any private information.

Empathy. Medical assistants need to be genuinely concerned about patients without getting
personally involved.

Business-like manner. You need to remain professional at all times and display kindness without
sacrificing your business demeanor.

Personal hygiene. As a profession you are expected to dress appropriately and display good
grooming habits. Cleanliness is important in maintaining a healthy environment for patients and staff.

If these traits describe you, think about academic strengths. Most medical assistant schools in
Miami and throughout the county offer classes focused on math and science. If you liked chemistry
and physics classes in high school, then you will probably enjoy classes in medical assistant
programs. A few sample courses typically offered in include phlebotomy, pharmacology,
radiography, anatomy and physiology.

Top quality schools offer hands-on experience as part of the curriculum.Â  If a rewarding career as a
medical assistant matches your interests, the next step is choosing a school with a quality program.
Medical assistant schools in Miami provide several options to suit your schedule.Â  Many excellent
tech schools and community colleges award a Medical Assistant Certification recognized nationally.
The certification tells perspective employers you have the skills needed for the job description. A
certified medical assistant is an entry level position. It involves recording patient vital signs and
charting information as well as related office tasks.

Medical assistants work in health clinics, private offices, hospitals and laboratories. They work with
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dentists, doctors, radiologists and many other professionals. You can also add a year of classes and
clinical experience to earn an associate degree to become a medical assistant. The additional
courses prepare you to perform basic lab tests, assist with minor surgeries, operate sophisticated
medical equipment and other higher level tasks. If you have a genuine desire to help others,
medical assistant schools in Miami can hook you up with the skills needed to enter the medical
profession. From that point, you can decide how far you want to go.
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Amy Russell - About Author:
Amy Russell is an independent college counselor who enjoys helping others achieve their education
goals. Recently she has seen an influx of students searching for a medical assistant schools in
Miami due to the positive job outlook for this career. Being a South Florida local, she tends to refer
students in the area looking for schools nearby to a http://www.cbt.edu/.
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